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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN UPPER ESTIMATES

OF A

TABLE II
COMPARISONBETWEEN UPPERESTIMATES OFmaxP

TABLE III
DIFFERENTUPPERESTIMATES OFmaxP FOR BCH[255; 139; 31]

In Table I the first column contains the dimension ofH , the second
one contains the distance of the dual code ofH (or a lower estimate),
the following two columns contain the RES calculated as above, the
last two columns1 contain, respectively, the dimensions ofH1 andH2.
Table II is similar to Table I except for the middle columns, which
containmaxPue calculated as above.

If the computation of RES 2 (hence ofPue 2) is quite costly (as
for the BCH[255; 139; 31]) and the researcher is only interested in the
Pue, we suggest a mixed approach between Method A and Method B
(or Method C), in three steps. First, one calculates all�i by Method
A. Second, one calculates only some�i by Method B (or Method C),
more precisely, the�i with lower i (sayi � s). Finally, one calculates
the estimate of thePue taking fori � s the�i obtained by the second
step and, for the remaining values, the�i obtained by the first one.

A few results of the mixed approach for themaxPue of
BCH[255; 139; 31] are shown in Table III.
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Abstract—We consider the problem of determining when a given source
can be used to approximate the output due to any input to a given channel.
We provide achievability and converse results for a general source and
channel. For the special case of a full-rank discrete memoryless channel
we give a stronger converse result than we can give for a general channel.

Index Terms—Approximation theory, channel output statistics, random
number generation, resolvability, source–channel separation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The classical separation theorem essentially states that source and
channel coding can be done separately without losing optimality. In [5],
a source–channel separation theorem was shown for sources and chan-
nels more general than those in the classical separation theorem. Here
we investigate an analogous separation theorem in the case of resolv-
ability and random number generation. Random number generation in-
volves finding a deterministic transformation to generate a sequence of
equiprobable bits from a given source of randomness. Resolvability is a
property of a channel which gives the amount of randomness required
to simulate, at the output of the channel, any distribution that can be
achieved by a random input to the channel. We consider the two prob-
lems together, i.e., when can a given source of randomness be used to
simulate the output of a given channel due to any input, to arbitrary
accuracy. In Section II, we give some notation and background to state
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the problem precisely. Sections III and IV give achievability and con-
verse results for a source to approximate the output of a given channel
due to any input. We have not been able to show results fully analogous
to [5] and there is a gap between the achievability and converse results
that we have not been able to bridge. Section V deals with the special
case when the channel is discrete-memoryless and of full rank. For this
special case we will be able to show a converse which is stronger than
the converse in Section IV for a general channel.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section we give, some basic definitions, a precise statement
of the problem to be considered, and results which are already known
for the problem of separation of resolvability and random number gen-
eration.

The following definition is as in [3] and we repeat it here for the sake
of completeness.

Definition 1: A channelWWW with input alphabetA and output al-
phabetB is a sequence of conditional distributions

WWW = fWn(ynjxn): (xn; yn) 2 An �Bng1n=1:

Definition 2: A source of randomnessXXX is a sequence of finite-
dimensional distributionsfPX g1n=1 with Xn taking values inAn.

Note that there are no consistency requirements on the sequence of
finite-dimensional distributions, this is the difference between Defini-
tion 2 and the standard definition of a random process. Throughout we
assume that the source and channel alphabets are finite.

We now give some notation that is used throughout this correspon-
dence. Let the output distribution, when the input is distributed ac-
cording toQn, be denoted byQnWn. Thus

QnWn(yn) =
x 2A

Wn(ynjxn)Qn(xn):

Also let

iX W (an; bn)
�
= log

Wn(bnjan)

PY (bn)

wherePY is the output distribution whenPX is input to the channel
Wn, and

hZ (zn)
�
= log

1

PZ (zn)
:

We will usel1 distance to measure the difference between two dis-
tributions on the same alphabet. We will denote the distance between
P andQ by d(P; Q). We note that

d(P; Q) = 2 sup
E�A

jP (E)�Q(E)j

whereA is the alphabet on which the two distributions are defined. If
X andY are two random variables on the same alphabet we some-
times writed(X; Y ) for thel1 distance between the distributions ofX
andY .

We now define precisely what we mean by a sourceZZZ being an ap-
proximating source for a channelWWW .

Definition 3: For any � > 0, the sourceZZZ with alphabetF is
called an�-approximating source for the channelWWW if for any arbi-
trary input source~XXX, there exists a sequence of deterministic mappings
f�n:F

n 7�! Ang such that for sufficiently largen

d(Y n; ~Y n) < �

whereY n and ~Y n are the outputs of the channel due to�(Zn) and
~Xn, respectively.

Using this definition of an�-approximating source we can now de-
fine ZZZ to be anapproximating sourcefor WWW if it is �-approximating
for WWW for all � > 0.

The resolvability of a channel is the minimum number of random bits
required per input sample to approximate arbitrarily well the output of
the channel due to any input process (see [3] for a formal definition
of resolvability). The problem of resolvability of a channel was first
considered by Han and Verdú ([3]) where it was shown that the resolv-
ability of a channel issup

XXX
I(XXX; YYY ) (For a definition ofI(XXX; YYY ) see

[3]). The problem we consider here is that of finding necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for a given sourceZZZ to be an approximating source
for a channelWWW . To use a given source to approximate the output of
a channel due to another source we could use the source to generate
random bits at the best possible rate and then use a deterministic trans-
formation of the random bits at the input of the channel. The problem of
random bit generation was considered by Vembu and Verdú [6], where
fundamental limits on the rate at which random bits can be generated
from a given source were given. Using the results of [3] and [6] and
the two-step process outlined above we can easily show the following
sufficient condition.

Theorem 1: If H(ZZZ) > S thenZZZ is an approximating source for a
channelWWW , whereS is the resolvability of the channelWWW .

The converse below can also be derived using the results in [3]. A
sourceZZZ can be approximated usingH(ZZZ) random bits per sample [3,
Theorem 3]. This also means any process derived fromZZZ by a deter-
ministic transformation can be approximated usingH(ZZZ) random bits
per sample. Thus if a sourceZZZ is an approximating source for a channel
then we can approximate any output of the channel withH(ZZZ) random
bits per sample and so the resolvabilityS of the channel must be smaller
thanH(ZZZ). Thus we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2: If H(ZZZ) < S thenZZZ is not an approximating source
for a channelWWW .

In the next two sections we will give an achievable and converse
results in the spirit of [5].

III. A CHIEVABILITY

In this section we give a sufficient condition for a sourceZZZ to be
an approximating source for a channelWWW which implies the sufficient
condition given by Theorem 1. The sufficient condition is analogous to
a sufficient condition derived in [5] for the source–channel separation
problem. We will first define the notion of a source strictly dominating
a channel.

Definition 4: A sourceZZZ is said to strictly dominate a channelWWW
if for every channel input processXXX there exists a� > 0 such that

lim
n!1

inf
c 2r

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn + �

+P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn = 0:

We note thatH(ZZZ) > S implies thatZZZ strictly dominatesWWW since
if we takecn = (H(ZZZ)+S)=2 the required condition is satisfied. The
converse, however, is not true.

Theorem 3: If a sourceZZZ strictly dominates a channelWWW thenZZZ is
an approximating source for the channelWWW .
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Proof: If the sourceZZZ strictly dominates the channelWWW , then
for each input processXXX there exists a sequencefcng1n=1 and a� > 0
such that

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn + � � �n (1)

and

P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn � �n (2)

where�n ! 0 asn ! 1. Equation (1) implies that we can approx-
imate any distribution with type less thanexp n cn + 2

3 � using the
distributionZn. What we mean by type here is the following: A dis-
tribution is of typek if all probabilities that it assigns are integral mul-
tiples of 1=k. To show this we use the procedure in the Aggregation
Lemma [6].

Define

S(n) = fzn 2 Fn: PZ (zn) � exp�n(c +�)g:

Consider anyM -type distributionPM on f1; 2; . . . ; Mg: We will
place elements ofS(n) in binBn(i) until we have

PZ (Bn(i)) > PM (i)� exp�n(c +�) :

We stop either when we complete this process for alli = 1; 2; . . . ; M
or when we run out of sequences in the setS(n). All remaining se-
quences inFn are placed inBn(1). At the end of this process we have

M

i=1

jPZ (Bn(i))� PM (i)j

� max 2M exp�n(c +�); 2�n +M exp�n(c +�) :

For anyM � exp n cn + 2
3 � the right-hand side of the last equation

goes to zero, since�n ! 0.
We will now state and use a lemma the proof of which readily follows

from the argument used in [3, Proof of Theorem 4].

Lemma 1: If

P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn � �n

where�n ! 0 asn!1 then for any > 0 there exists a process~XXX
(producing output~YYY ) such that

lim
n!1

d(Y n; ~Y n) = 0

and ~Xn is anM -type distribution withM � exp n(cn + )

Equation (2) and Lemma 1 imply that there exists a process~Xn with
type smaller thanexp n cn + 2

3
� which approximates the output

due toXXX . We can approximate arbitrarily closely any distribution with
type less than or equal toexp n cn + 2

3
� (and hence~Xn) usingZn.

This along with the fact thatd(PW; QW ) � d(P; Q) for any channel
W and distributionsP; Q imply thatZZZ can be used to approximate the
output of the channelWWW when the input process isXXX. Since we can
find a sequencefcng1n=1 and a� > 0 which satisfy (1) and (2) for any
input processXXX, the sourceZZZ can approximate the output due to any
processXXX .

IV. CONVERSE

In this section we will give a converse result stating a condition under
which the source will not be an approximating source for a channel
in a certain sense. We would like to have a result completely analo-
gous to the necessary condition in [5] for the source–channel separa-
tion problem, which would have been: IfZZZ is an approximating source

for a channelWWW then the source dominates the channel. The notion of
a source dominating a channel would be defined (analogous to [5]) as
follows.

Definition 5: A sourceZZZ dominates the channelWWW if for every
processXXX, for every� > 0, and for every sequence of nonnegative
numbersfcng1n=1

lim
n!1

P
1

n
hZ (Zn)�cn�� P

1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n)�cn =0:

It can be verified that if a source strictly dominates a channel then it
dominates the channel. Also note thatH(ZZZ) < S implies that the
source does not dominate the channel.

We have not been able to show this statement that we set out to prove
but we give a weaker statement that neither implies nor is implied by
Theorem 2. The result is stated in contrapositive form and is weaker
than the statement that we would like to make in two ways. First it
involves the notion of a source being a strong approximating source
for a channel and secondly, the necessary condition that we show for
a source to be strongly approximating for a channel is weaker than the
notion of a source dominating a channel.

We now give the stronger definition of an approximating source, fol-
lowing which we can state a necessary condition for a given source to
be a strong approximating source for a given channel.

Definition 6: For any� > 0, the sourceZZZ with alphabetF is called
a strong�-approximating source for the channelWWW if for any arbi-
trary input source~XXX, there exists a sequence of deterministic mappings
f�n:F

n 7�! Ang such thatP� (Z ) � P ~X and such that for suffi-
ciently largen

d(Y n; ~Y n) < �

whereY n and ~Y n are the outputs of the channel due to�(Zn) and
~Xn, respectively.

We callZZZ a strong approximating source forWWW if it is a strong�-ap-
proximating source forWWW for all � > 0.

Note that the only difference between Definitions 3 and 6 is that the
latter places an extra constraint that the deterministic transformation
can only map to those sequences which have nonzero probability under
the source whose output we are trying to approximate.

The following theorem states precisely a necessary condition for the
source to be a strong approximating source for a channel. We note that
in (4) below if we did not have�n going to1 but just being strictly
bigger than0 then this condition would be the negation of a source
dominating a channel.

Theorem 4: Suppose that for some processXXX, for some�; � > 0,
and for some sequence of nonnegative numbersfcng

1

n=1

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn � � > � (3)

and

P
1

n
iX W (Xn; Y n) � cn > �n (4)

for all n 2 I whereI is an infinite set of integers and�n ! 1 as
n ! 1. Then the sourceZZZ is not a strong approximating source for
the channelWWW .

Proof: Equation (4) along with Feinstein’s lemma [2] implies
that there exists a code of lengthn with exp n cn �

�

10
codewords

and with maximal probability of error less than�n for n 2 I where
�n ! 0 asn!1. Consider a good code withM = exp n cn �

�
10

codewords. Let the codewords befbigMi=1 and their corresponding de-
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coding sets befDig
M
i=1. Consider now the process~Xn which places

mass 1

M
on each of theM codewords,fbigMi=1. We will show that the

output due to this process cannot be approximated well with our source.
Consider the set

Sn = zn: 1

n
hZ (zn) � cn � � :

By (3), PZ (Sn) > � for all n 2 I . Consider any deterministic
mapping�n (from Fn to An) and theN codewords to which the se-
quences inSn get mapped. Assume the codewords are numbered so
that these codewords arefbigNi=1: SincejSnj � exp n(cn � �), we
haveN � exp n(cn � �).

Let

B =

N

i=1

Di

and ~Y n be the output due to~Xn.

P ~Y (B) =
1

M

N

i=1

P (Bjbi) +
1

M

M

i=N+1

P (Bjbi)

�
N

M
+

�n
M

(M �N)

� 2�n

where the last inequality holds for sufficiently largen 2 I . LetXXX be
�(ZZZ) and letYYY be the output process withXXX as the input to the channel

PY (B) =

M

i=1

P (Bjbi)PX (bi)

�

N

i=1

P (Dijbi)PX (bi)

� (1� �n)PZ (Sn)

� (1� �n)�:

Thus we have

P ~Y (B)� PY (B) � (1� �n)�� 2�n

for all sufficiently largen 2 I . We note that the right-hand side of the
equation above does not go to zero asn increases and soZZZ cannot be
an approximating source in the strong sense for the channelWWW .

V. A SPECIAL CASE

We will now look at the special case of a full-rank, discrete, memo-
ryless channel (FRDMC). A channelWWW is of full rank if the transition
vectorsfW (:ja)ga2A are linearly independent. For the FRDMC we
will be able to show a result analogous to [5], that we would liked to
show for general channels.

Theorem 5: For a FRDMC, if the sourceZZZ is an approximating
source for the channelWWW then the sourceZZZ dominates the channelWWW .

Proof: We will show that if the sourceZZZ does not dominate the
FRDMCWWW thenZZZ is not an approximating source for the channelWWW .

At the outset we mention why we need the assumption of full rank.
We show that if sourceZZZ does not dominate the channelWWW , the source
cannot approximate the output due to a particular independent and iden-
tically distributed (i.i.d.) inputX. The reason we need the full rank
assumption is that to approximate the output of an i.i.d. input to an
FRDMC it is necessary to place mass on the typical sequences ofX.
This is not true if the channel is not full-rank.

If a sourceZZZ does not dominateWWW then there is a processXXX such
that for some�; � > 0 and for some sequence of nonnegative numbers
fcng

1
n=1

P
1

n
hZ (Zn) � cn � � >� (5)

and

P
1

n
i
X W

X
n
; Y

n
� cn >� (6)

for all n 2 I where I is an infinite set of integers. From [4,
Corollary 2] we have that for an FRDMCS = C. But for a DMC,
C = supX I(X; Y ). SinceS = supXXX I(XXX; YYY ) we have for a
FRDMC

sup
XXX

I(XXX; YYY ) = sup
X

I(X; Y ):

Thus for an FRDMC if there is a processXXX such that (5) and (6) are
satisfied then there exists an i.i.d. processXXX such that

cn � I(X; Y ) +
�

10
(7)

for sufficiently largen 2 I . We will show that the sourceZZZ cannot
approximate the output due to processXXX.

Define the set of sequences inAn that are not-typical ( > 0) by

DX () = xn:
1

n
N(ajxn)� PX(a) >  for somea 2 A

whereN(ajxn) denotes the number of times thata occurs in the se-
quencexn.

Also define the set of sequences jointly-typical withxn by

TnW (xn; ) = yn:
1

n
N(a; bjxn; yn)�

1

n
N(ajxn)W (bja)

�  for all (a; b) 2 A�B

whereN(a; bjxn; yn) denotes the number of times that(a; b) occurs
in (xn; yn).

Let W denote the matrix whose columns are the transition vectors
fW (:ja)ga2A. Let rrr be anjAj-dimensional vector and letsss = Wrrr.
SinceW is of full rank if jrij >  for somei 2 f1; 2; . . . ; jAjg then
jsj j > k for somej 2 f1; 2; . . . ; jBjg and somek > 0 independent
of rrr. Thus we have that ifxn 2 Dn

X() thenWNNN(xn)=n differs from
WPPPX byk in at least one component, whereNNN(xn); PPPX are column
vectors consisting ofN(ajxn); PX(a), respectively, fora 2 A. Now
if yn 2 TnW (xn; ) then

1

n
N(bjyn)�

a2A

1

n
N(ajxn)W (bja) � jAj

for all b 2 B. Thus we have that if

xn 2 Dn
X



k
and yn 2 TnW xn;



3jAj

thenNNN(yn)=n differs fromPPP Y in some component by at least2
3

.
Thusyn 2 Dn

Y
2

3
. We have shown that ifxn 2 Dn

X


k
then

TnW xn;


3jAj
� Dn

Y

2

3
:

But

PY Dn
Y

2

3
! 0; asn!1
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and

Wn TnW xn;


3jAj
jxn ! 1; asn!1

at a rate independent ofxn (from [1, Lemma 2.12]). So if the input
�n(Zn) approximates the output due toXn then we must have

PZ �n(Zn) 2 Dn
X



k
! 0; asn!1

since if this were not so

P� (Z )W
n Dn

Y

2

3
� PY Dn

Y

2

3
> �

infinitely often, for some� > 0. This would imply that the input
�n(Zn) does not approximate the output due toXn.

Now by a slight modification of [1, Lemma 2.13]

1

n
log jT nW (xn; =3jAj)j �H(Y jX) � �()

for everyxn 2 Dc
X



k
where�() is continuous in, independent

of xn and�() ! 0 as ! 0. Define

Qn = zn:
1

n
hZ (zn) � cn � � :

Clearly,jQnj � exp(n(cn � �)). Also defineRn as the image ofQn

under the mapping�n and

Sn =

x 2R \D ( )

TnW xn;


3jAj
:

Then we have

jSnj � exp n(cn � �) exp n(H(Y jX) + �())

andP� (Z )W
n(Sn) � �

2
for sufficiently largen 2 I . This is be-

cause

Wn TnW xn;


3jAj
jxn ! 1

asn ! 1 at a rate independent ofxn

PZ �n(Zn) 2 Dc
X



k
! 1

asn ! 1 and

PZ [�n(Zn) 2 Rn] > �

for all n 2 I . Using (7) we can upper-boundjSnj by

jSnj � exp n H(Y )�
9�

10
+ �() � exp n H(Y )�

�

2

for sufficiently largen 2 I , where the second inequality holds if
we choose > 0 sufficiently small. We havePY (Sn) ! 0 as
n ! 1 (by the strong source coding theorem for i.i.d. sources). For
any deterministic mapping�n we can find a setSn � Bn such that
P� (Z )W

n(Sn) � �

2
for sufficiently largen 2 I andPY (Sn)!

0 asn ! 1. Hence,ZZZ cannot be an approximating source for the
FRDMCWWW .

We note that Theorem 5 implies that ifH(ZZZ) < S then the sourceZZZ
is not an approximating source for a FRDMC channel with resolvability
S.
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